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repetition of the same theme in the form of fiction.
At the first reading, for example, I accepted the cruel
portrait of Warren, the President of Magdalen, as a
mere snob careerist fawning on the titled, utterly
indifferent to all plebian merit. I knew of course
that Warren had made Magdalen, which was at
least something, and certainly he had frequently
gone out of his way to be kind to me, an un-
distinguished member of another College- All the
same, I let the portrait pass. This was perhaps after
all, to a gifted observer, the essence of the man. But
before I read the book again, I had met a man who
had been a Junior Research Fellow of Magdalen at
the end of Warren's reign. And he had said that
personally he accepted Warren as soon as he realised
that, though Warren obviously enjoyed the company
of the great, he would expend infinite pains and
courtesy on the humble too. "I for example/' said
my informant, "was nobody. But when I was in
Rome doing some research after I got my Magdalen
Fellowship, the old President wrote to me every
month with the latest Magdalen news. No one else
in the College, I may say, did that. And I once met
a man" (he said) "who had got a scholarship at
Magdalen early in the war. He never came into
residence; after the Armistice he went straight into
some job or other. But several years after the war
was over he got engaged to be married. He was an
entirely obscure person but somehow the President
saw the notice of his engagement and remembered
who he was. And the old man wrote him a charming
letter, to say that, though he had never come up to
Oxford, he, the President, always thought of Mm as

